2009 Yearly Accomplishments

Development of the Mavericks Surf Competition Enforcement Plan
Established the GF Enforcement TAC
Development of the Gulf of the Farallones Enforcement TAC Annual Plan
Held Two Annual Enforcement TAC BiAnnual meetings
Summary Settlement for Sanctuaries (Oct. 10, 2008)
Held one USCG/CDF&G training, Dec. 9th, 2009
USCG Ariel Patrol Guide
For 2010

• TAC Meeting Scheduled for February 2010
  • Agenda
    • White Shark Protection Follow Up
    • Maverick’s Follow Up and Analysis
    • Spring/Summer Enforcement Priorities
    • Twin Otter Ariel Patrol Schedule
    • Vessel Patrol Guide
  • Summary Settlement Training
    • California wide, all Sanctuaries
    • 270 plus CDF&G personnel
    • 300 plus USCG personnel